
Tuesday, June 15

TIMELINE
0:00 - 4:00 Brief (4 min)

4:00 - 13:00 General Warm-Up (9 min)
13:00 - 30:00 Skill/Strength (17 min)

30:00 -33:00  Pre-WOD Break/Prep (3 min)
33:00 - 52:00 WOD (19 min)

52:00 - 60:00 Accessory/Cool Down/Clean up (8
min)

INTRODUCTION
After yesterday's heavy snatches and
gymnastic-based metcon, we will focus today on a
functional pump sesh combining floor press, box
jumps, ring dips, and up-downs. Since we don't
see dips programmed often, our strength portion
will introduce members to the movement and give
you a chance to run through scaling options, all
while warming up the floor press and box jumps.
The main goal for the workout today is to settle
into a pace that is sustainable throughout the
entire 18 minutes. It will be wise to break up the
floor press and dips earlier than needed and move
through the box jumps and up-downs at a pace
that will give your chest and triceps a chance to
recover a bit.

BRIEF: 0:00 - 4:00 (4 MINS)

WEIGHT LOSS
STRENGTH: A fun EMOM today

with some upper body push
work combined with Up-Down
box jumps to get the heart rate
up! This group should pick a

version of the dips that provides
a challenge. All movements

should be done in 30-40
seconds or less to allow for a
quick rest and transition time.

The EMOM offers a great
chance for athletes to work on
their skills and experiment with

the weight they are going to use
in today’s WOD.

WOD: This WOD has some
great energy demands for the
weight loss group! Box jumps

and up downs are guaranteed to
get your heart rate up! Have this
group move at a pace they can
sustain without any huge breaks

(10 seconds +).

GENERAL FITNESS
STRENGTH: A fun EMOM today

with some upper body push
work combined with Up-Down
box jumps to get the heart rate

up!

The General Fitness athlete
should use this portion of the

workout to work on levelling up
their skills in the ring dips

(kipping to strict or bench dips to
ring support) and challenging

themselves to go heavy on the
floor press.

WOD: Sustained pace and
quality of movement are our

goals for this group today. Floor
press should be doable with
moderate weight when fresh.

They should be able to complete
the ring dips (or scaled version)
in 1-2 quick sets each round -
this movement tends to create

fatigue quickly!

INCREASE STRENGTH
STRENGTH: A fun EMOM today

with some upper body push
work combined with Up-Down
box jumps to get the heart rate

up!

The Strength athlete should use
this portion of the workout to

work on levelling up their skills in
the ring dips (kipping to strict or

working on negatives) and
challenging themselves to go

heavy on the floor press.

WOD: Sustained pace and
quality of movement are our

goals for this group today. Floor
press should be doable with
moderate weight when fresh.

They should be able to complete
the ring dips (or scaled version)
in 1-2 quick sets each round -
this movement tends to create

fatigue quickly!



The floor press and ring dips (or
scale) should be chosen so that

the athlete can get 10 quality
reps in at the outset.

Have this group challenge
themselves by pushing the pace
on the box jumps and up downs,

the energy system work today
will be good conditioning for

longer heavier workouts in the
future.

COACHING NOTES: After briefing the class as a whole use the Goal Briefs to interact with
each member 1:1 and provide guidance on how they should approach the workout to meet their
individual goals.

WARM UP: 04:00 - 13:00 (9 MINS)

GENERAL
AMRAP X 7

10 Scorpion Stretch
10 Step-Ups

30 Mountain Climbers
10 Banded Tricep Ext

SPECIFIC
N/A

COACHING NOTES: Today is such a fun change of pace workout, so make sure you bring the
energy right out of the gates! The scorpion stretch is one of our favorites to loosen up the chest
that will be put to the test today. Have members move through the seven minutes at a moderate
pace and give them a minute or two to stretch out anything else that’s feeling a little tight or stiff
once the AMRAP is complete.

Skill/Strength: 13:00 - 30:00 (17 MINS)

OPTION 1
EMOM x 12

Minute 1: 5-10 Strict Ring Dip
Minute 2: 5 Floor Press (Building)
,Minute 3: 8 Up-Down Box Jump

OPTION 2
EMOM x 8

Minute 1: 10 Dips (Use couch or chair)
Minute 2: 5 DB Floor Press (Building if possible, if

not add tempo)
,Minute 3: 8 Up-Down Tuck Jump



COACHING NOTES: Ring dips will be the main focus of our strength/skill session today, but it
will also provide members a chance to warm up their floor press, up-downs, and box jumps
focused in today's WOD.

The ring dip requires strength, stability, and body awareness to be successful. If members have
never attempted being elevated above low rings, a simple ring support hold is a great place to
start. This might be all a member can handle today and is an excellent scaling option for today.
Other scaling options for the ring dip include a banded ring dip (Light bands only), straight bar
dip, or a box dip. Legs being straight out will be most challenging, while if the feet are bent
underneath the hips like a tabletop, they will be a little easier. Points of performance for the dip
are listed below.

Ring Dip Points of Performance:
● Hands on ring or box/bar approximately shoulder-width apart
● Legs straight and together (In hollow position if elevated on rings)
● Start with arms fully extended
● Lower chest folding forward with the elbows tracking the body
● Shoulders descend lower than elbows
● Body remains rigid
● Complete at full arm extension

Members should start slightly lighter for the floor press than they plan on using for the workout
and build to something slightly above. Points of performance for the floor press are also listed
below.

Floor Press Points of Performance:
● 5 points of contact remain on the ground (Both Feet, Both Shoulders, and Butt/Low

Back)
● Slightly wider than shoulder-width grip
● Elbows move closer to the hips than the shoulders
● Bar lowers until triceps touch floor
● Forearms remain vertical



PRE-WOD BREAK/PREP: 30:00 - 33:00 (3 MINS)

WOD: 33:00 - 52:00 (19 MINS)

OPTION 1
AMRAP X 18

10 Floor Press (135/95)
25 Box Jumps (24/20)

10 Ring Dips
25 Up-Downs

OPTION 2
AMRAP X 18
10 DB Press

25 Tuck Jumps
10 DB Tricep Ext.

25 Up-Downs

LEVEL UP OPPORTUNITY: Unbroken Ring Dips (Gymnastic Focus)

COACHING NOTES: All four of our movements in today's workout should be prepped and
ready to go after our skill/strength piece today. Similar to when we see push-ups in a workout,
the floor press, and ring dips will be the limiter. Members should opt to complete both of these
movements in no more than 3 sets, breaking them up earlier than they think they need to.

The box jumps will give the upper body a quick break, but don't underestimate today's up-downs
as the upper body will still be working during these to hold the top of a plank position.

Overall recommend members start out slightly more conservative than they think and save
enough energy in the tank that they can pick up the pace a bit around the halfway point.

MOVEMENT ADJUSTMENTS:
Floor Press→ Bent Over Row
Box Jumps→ Step-Ups
Ring Dips→ Banded Ring Dips, Box Dips, Barbell Dips, Overhead Tricep Ext.
Up-Downs→ Elevate using a box

POST WOD: 52:00 - 60:00 (8 MINS)

ACCESSORY
2 Sets

COOLDOWN
1:00/Side Doorway Chest Stretch



10 Side Plank Hip Taps + :30 Side Plank (Right
Side) + 10 Side Plank Hip Taps + :30 Side Plank

(Left Side)
-Rest 1:00 between sets-

COACHING NOTES: After today’s workout, we’ll finish off our working portion working on those
obliques with some side plank hip taps and static holds and finish off loosening up the chest with
a doorway stretch using the rig. Remind members to log their scores before calling it a day.


